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Abstract. Humans use AI-assistance in a wide variety of high- and low-stakes
decision-making tasks today. However, human reliance on the AI’s assistance is
often sub-optimal — with people exhibiting under- or over-reliance on the AI. We
present an empirical investigation of human-AI assisted decision-making in a noisy
image classification task. We analyze the participants’ reliance on AI assistance
and the accuracy of human-AI assistance as compared to the human or AI work-
ing independently. We demonstrate that participants do not show automation bias
which is a widely reported behavior displayed by humans when assisted by AI. In
this specific instance of AI-assisted decision-making, people are able to correctly
override the AI’s decision when needed and achieve close to the theoretical upper
bound on combined performance. We suggest that the reason for this discrepancy
from previous research findings is because 1) people are experts at classifying ev-
eryday images and have a good understanding of their ability in performing the
task, 2) people engage in the metacognitive act of deliberation when asked to indi-
cate confidence in their decision, and 3) people were able to build a good mental
model of the AI by incorporating feedback that was provided after each trial. These
findings should inform future experiment design.
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1. Introduction

From making mundane shopping choices to thinking through high-stakes medical sce-
narios, there has been a sharp increase in the deployment of AI-assistants to help humans
make decisions [15, 9, 5, 1]. In line with the old adage, “two minds are better than one”,
such collaborative human-AI decision-making are expected to increase the efficacy of
decisions. However, recent work shows mixed results: while some studies report that de-
cisions made jointly by the human and AI are more effective than either the human or the
AI working independently [22, 14, 13, 20], other studies highlight humans’ sub-optimal
use of AI-advice and explanations [2, 21, 25]. Many empirical investigations of joint
human-AI decision-making have indicated that humans are susceptible to biases and er-
rors when working with AI assistance. People may over- or under-rely on the AI’s ad-
vice leading to sup-optimal performance. Over- or under-reliance on the AI’s assistance
indicates miscalibrated ‘trust’ on the part of the human. Trust commensurate to the AI
agent’s capabilities is critical to effective joint decision-making.
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In this paper, we investigate people’s reliance on an AI agent’s assistance when the
AI agent’s advice is readily available to them when making a decision. We present data
from a behavioral experiment where participants classify noisy images into one of 16 cat-
egories. The experiment has two within-subject conditions: one where participants can
see an AI assistant’s classification and confidence alongside the image, another where
participants classify images without the AI classifier’s help (control). We varied the ac-
curacy of the AI assistants to look at differences in AI-assisted performance when the AI
was better, similar, and worse than humans on the task. Figure 3 shows the experimental
interface in both conditions.

Previous work has shown that a human’s inclination to seek or incorporate advice
is closely tied to their self-confidence in their decision [4, 10]. In our experiment, we
capture participants’ confidence ratings on each of their classifications. We use classifi-
cation probabilities of the predicted class provided by the AI as a proxy for the its con-
fidence in the classification [11]. We explore the reliance strategies of humans on the AI
agent and accuracy of AI-assisted decision making. To preview the results, we observe
that people’s reliance on the AI assistant is close to optimal. We show that people do not
over-rely on the AI even when their confidence in their own classifications is low. We
posit that a useful characterisation of a human’s reliance behavior on AI assistance needs
to take into account not only the accuracy of the two agents, but also the confidence of
the agents in their decisions. In our noisy-image classification task, we see that partici-
pants’ performance improved when they were paired with any of three AI assistants with
different levels of classification accuracy.

The experiment conducted in this study is an extension of our previous work where
we combined human predictions and AI predictions using Bayesian model to determine
the complementarity between the two individual agents [20]. However, since in most
real-world cases there does not exist a third-party overseeing the performance of two
separate agents on the same task and combining them together, we created a task in
which the participants themselves are doing this integration. This is how it is done in
settings such as clinical decision-making where doctors are provided with AI assistance.
Doctors may integrate the AI’s recommendation with their own decision [15]. For this
experiment, we mimic this realistic paradigm, and therefore, our experiments had AI
advice readily available.

2. Experiment

In this experiment, participants were tasked with classifying noisy images with the help
of an AI assistant on some trials and without help on other trials. AI assistant perfor-
mance was a between-subject manipulation whereas image noise was a within-subject
manipulation. Participants were instructed to use the AI assistant to the best of their
abilities.

2.1. Participants

A total of 132 participants were recruited using Amazon Mechanical Turk. Instructions
were given to the participants before the start of the experiment to ensure that they under-
stood the interface and what they would have to do. After reading all of the instructions,
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the participants were then given a comprehension quiz to solidify their understanding of
the task. In order to participate in the study, participants had to pass the comprehension
quiz by correctly classifying four of five noisy images with AI help turned off. The par-
ticipants were given two opportunities to pass the comprehension quiz. This allowed us
to weed out participants that were just randomly clicking and ensured that all partici-
pants understood both the task and how to use the interface. Participants that successfully
passed the comprehension quiz were allowed to proceed to the main experiment.

2.2. Images

The images used for this experiment all came from the ImageNet Large Scale Visual
Recognition Challenge (ILSRVR) 2012 validation dataset [16]. We followed Geirhos et
al., 2018 to reduce the number of classes in ImageNet from 1000 to 16 classes (airplane,
bear, bicycle, bird, boat, bottle, car, cat, chair, clock, dog, elephant, keyboard, knife, oven,
and truck), termed ImageNet-16. After creating the ImageNet-16 dataset, we randomly
selected a subset of 256 images to be used for all experiments, 16 images from each of the
16 classes. To increase the difficulty of a classic image classification task, we distorted
the images by adding phase noise at each spatial frequency, where the phase noise was
uniformly distributed in the interval [−w,w] [7]. A total of eight different phase noise
levels, w= 0,80,95,110,125,140,155,170, were applied to the images, a different phase
noise level for each unique image. This resulted in 2 unique images per category class
having the same phase noise level. An example of phase noise manipulation can be seen
in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Illustration of three images under different levels of phase noise. Original images (left) were note
used in experiments and are shown only for illustrative purposes.

2.3. AI Predictions

We used the VGG-19 architecture that was pretrained on the entire ImageNet dataset as
the basis for our AI assistance [17]. To ensure performance on our particular task, we
fine-tuned the VGG-19 architecture, creating three different models, on the ImageNet-16
dataset (created using the ILSRVR ImageNet training dataset). All three models were
fine-tuned in the same manner, training on all different phase noise levels all at once.
However, to generate these different levels of performance, the models were fine-tuned
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for different periods of time. One level of performance, classifier A, was set to perform
below the baseline level of human performance. The second level of performance, classi-
fier B, was set to be at roughly the baseline level. Finally, the third level of performance,
classifier C, was created to be above the baseline level.

Since models have a prediction value for each of the classes it is concerned with, we
decided to display this information. To convey model confidence to participants during
the experiment, we used a color gradient. The color gradient used ranged from white
(hsl(120, 100%, 100%)) to dark green (hsl(120, 100%, 20%)). Each predicted class falls
somewhere in the color gradient spectrum and is assigned a particular value based on
the predicted probability of the model for that class. The darker the hue, the more con-
fident the model was in its prediction for that particular class. Figure 2 displays how AI
confidence can range from low confident (many classes) to high confident (single class).

(a) AI Low Confidence (b) AI Medium Confidence (c) AI High Confidence

Figure 2. Illustration of the AI confidence.

2.4. Procedure

In the experiment, participants were tasked with classifying a total of 256 noisy images.
The 256 trials were split in a block format in which AI assistance was turned on for 48
trials (AI ON condition), followed by 16 trials without AI assistance (AI OFF condition).
This process repeated 4 times to give a total of 192 tasks with AI assistance turned on
while the remaining 64 were with AI assistance turned off. Participants were instructed
to classify all images as best they could and to leverage AI assistance (when provided)
to optimize their performance. We use three classifiers of varying levels of accuracy to
serve as assistants to the human participants. Each participant was assigned a single clas-
sifier level (A, B, or C) at the start of the experiment and would only be presented AI
assistance from that particular classifier. Figure 3 displays the experimental interface in
both AI assistance conditions. The experiment had a three-column layout in which the
leftmost column presented the noisy image that was to be classified. The middle column
presented a grid of 16 category buttons for the participant to make their classification
as well as three different submission buttons each representing a confidence level (low,
medium, and high). Finally, the rightmost column was used for AI assistance. When AI
assistance was turned off, this column displayed nothing. However, when AI assistance
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(a) AI OFF condition

(b) AI ON condition

Figure 3. Illustration of the behavioral experiment interface in both AI assistance conditions.

was turned on, there would be a grid of the 16 category options. Each of the 16 categories
would be highlighted based on a gradient scale associated with the AI classifier predic-
tion of that given category. The darker the hue of the highlighted category, the more con-
fident the classifier was in that selection. For instances in which the classifier was ex-
tremely confident in a single category, there would only be one category highlighted with
an extremely dark hue. Alternately, in instances where the classifier was not confident
in a classification, there would be multiple categories highlighted with low hue levels.
Participants were free to use the AI assistance to aid their final classification decision to
the best of their abilities so as to optimize their own performance on the task. After every
trial, feedback was provided so that participants could develop an understanding of their
own abilities on the task as well as the abilities of the AI. Feedback was displayed on
the center panel by highlighting the correct response in blue. When participants selected
incorrectly, their incorrect response was highlighted in red. For trials where AI assistance
was turned on, feedback was provided in the center panel while the AI predictions stayed
on screen in the right most panel. One important thing to note is that the same 256 images
were presented to all participants in a random order. Having all participants classify the
same 256 images allowed us to compare and contrast how participants classified a partic-
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ular image with and without AI assistance. A total of 132 participants, 44 per classifier
level, were recruited using Amazon Mechanical Turk.

We use the classification probabilities of the predicted class (highest probability
class) as confidence values for the AI assistant. To simplify our analysis, we discretize
these confidence values to match the human labels of low, medium, and high confidence.
We set the AI confidence cutoffs of low, medium, and high to the intervals of (0.00-0.33],
(0.33, 0.66], and (0.66, 1.00) respectively.

3. Empirical Results

3.1. Is AI-assisted decision making more accurate than Human or the AI working
independently?

Figure 4 shows the overall performance of the AI alone (classifier), humans alone (AI
OFF), and the AI-assisted performance (AI ON) in the three conditions of the experi-
ment. The second row of Figure 4 shows the change in accuracy in the AI ON condition
versus the AI OFF condition. We see that humans are able to improve their performance
across classifiers when aided by the AI. By looking at the second row of Figure 4, dif-
ference, we can more clearly see these improvements in accuracy across noise levels and
how improvement grows with improving classifier accuracy. Figure 4 (A) is especially
interesting because it indicates that humans are able to appropriately rely on the AI and
improve their performance even when aided by an AI that has has worse accuracy than
humans on average. This trend of improved accuracy of the human-AI assisted condition
is consistent across the three classifiers. Participants in our experiment show appropriate
reliance on the AI assistant and hence are able to improve their performance.

Figure 4. Participant performance across noise levels. Row one shows performance on the task. Row two
shows the difference in performance between AI ON - AI OFF conditions. Columns represents classifier levels
(A, B, and C).
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3.2. How good are people’s reliance strategies?

We compare the observed accuracy of participants in the AI ON condition to the expected
accuracy when the AI and human’s classifications are combined optimally post-hoc. This
gives us a theoretical upper bound on performance if human and AI decisions were com-
bined optimally. This is not a strategy that a human could have implemented but instead
gives us the maximum performance achievable if the human had perfect information and
knew when to rely on their own decision vs the AI’s decision. We simulate this ‘optimal’
accuracy by marking the image as being classified correctly if either the human or the AI
classify the image correctly.

Figure 5. Participant performance and theoretical upper bound across all noise levels. Row one shows par-
ticipant performance on the task as well as the theoretical upper bound calculated post-hoc. Row two shows
the difference between the true AI integration strategy employed by participants minus the human only perfor-
mance (red line) and the difference between the theoretical upper bound minus the human only performance
(purple line). The area shaded between the two difference lines shows how far from optimal the true strategy
participants employed was from optimal. Columns represent classifier levels (A, B, and C).

Figure 5 displays overall performance on the task for each classifier level (A, B,
and C) and includes the theoretical upper bound (green line). Human only performance
is represented by the dashed line in blue and is used as the basis in comparing the true
strategy employed by participants in the task (AI ON condition, orange line) and the the-
oretical upper bound that was calculated post-hoc. The second row of Figure 5 displays
the difference between the true strategy and the theoretical upper bound when compared
to human only performance. The shaded region between both of the difference lines rep-
resents how far from optimal people were when integrating the AI advice into their own
decision making. As we can see, in each of the three columns, people perform near the
optimal theoretical upper bound that was computed post-hoc. This indicates, that the
strategy participants are using to integrate AI assistance with their decision making is
nearly optimal.
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In Figure 6 we further break down the strategy employed by participants when inte-
grating AI assistance by diving into the confidence levels of the participants’ decisions.
The top row of Figure 6 shows the potential accuracy when AI and human decisions are
combined optimally, the middle row shows the observed accuracy in the AI ON condi-
tion, and the bottom row shows the difference in accuracy when AI and human decisions
are combined optimally as compared to the observed accuracy in our empirical data in
the AI ON condition. We see that on average, people’s observed accuracy is close to the
expected accuracy when AI and human decisions are combined optimally. This trend is
consistent across different levels of human and AI confidence, and across the different
AI assistants. This suggests that people were able to incorporate AI advice in a close to
optimal manner when assisted by AI of varying accuracy.

Figure 6. Accuracy when adopting the (top row) optimal policy, (middle row) the observed policy; and (bot-
tom row) the difference in accuracy when adopting the optimal policy versus the observed policy (Optimal -
Observed) . Columns correspond to the three different classifiers A, B and C. Within each grid, we have human
confidence (low, medium, high) on the y-axis and AI confidence (low, medium, high) on the x-axis.

3.3. Is people’s behavior consistent with automation bias?

Automation bias is described as a human’s tendency to over-rely on machine recommen-
dations [8]. It has been widely reported as a bias displayed by humans [8, 24, 12]. In our
experiment, the path of least resistance for a participant would be to agree with the AI’s
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decision as it is always available in the AI ON condition trials. Hence, it is necessary
to check for automation bias. We compare the AI ON condition’s actual performance
to a strategy that would describe automation bias in our system. Such a strategy would
always select the AI’s classification decision. Figure 7 we see the overall performance

Figure 7. Participant performance and classifier performance across all noise levels. Row one shows partic-
ipant performance on the task as well as the classifier performance (automation bias would lead to this per-
formance). Row two shows the difference between the true AI integration strategy employed by participants
minus the classifier performance (purple line) and the automation bias line (black dashed line). The area shaded
in gray indicates that participant performance was wither above or below the automation bias line. Columns
represent classifier levels (A, B, and C).

of individuals on the task and the classifier performance (which is how we describe au-
tomation bias). Given that we describe automation bias as always selecting the AI’s clas-
sification condition, automation bias would then lead to the same performance as the AI.
Automation bias is indicated in the figure by the black dashed line in row two. We can see
that in column A, participants outperformed the classifier, indicating that there was no
automation bias. In both columns B and C, we see that participant performance is closer
to model performance, however, there are subtle differences indicating that participants
are not just selecting whatever class the AI assistant is recommending.

In Figure 8 we further break down the strategy employed by participants and com-
pare automation bias at different levels of confidence. Bottom row of Figure 8 shows the
expected difference in accuracy if participant’s were to adopt a policy consistent with
automation bias as compared to the policy observed in the AI ON condition of our em-
pirical data. We see that people’s policy is easily distinguishable from automation-bias.
In cases where the human’s confidence is low, we see that the accuracy as observed in
the AI ON condition far exceeds the expected accuracy of the automation bias policy.
This indicates that the images where the human had low confidence were also regions of
low accuracy for the classifier. Humans still employed a strategy better than over-relying
on the AI. Alternately, in instances where the human’s confidence is high, we see that
the accuracy as observed in the AI ON condition is comparable to the expected accuracy
of the automation bias policy.
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Figure 8. Accuracy when adopting (top row) a policy consistent with automation bias, (middle row) the ob-
served policy (AI ON); and (bottom row) the difference in accuracy when adopting the automation bias policy
versus the observed policy in the AI ON condition (Automation Bias - Observed). Columns correspond to the
three different classifiers A, B and C. Within each grid, we have human confidence (low, medium, high) on the
y-axis and AI confidence (low, medium, high) on the x-axis.

4. Discussion

This paper adds to a growing body of literature that investigates AI-assisted decision-
making. Our empirical results reveal that in this image classification task, where people
have a good understanding of their own ability and confidence on each trial, they are
close to optimal in their adoption of the AI’s advice. We show that performance in the
AI ON condition does not deteriorate even in cases where the AI assistant has worse
accuracy on the task than the human. We also find that people’s reliance strategy on the
AI in this task is not consistent with behavior that is associated with automation bias.

Most recent investigations of human decision-making with AI-assistance follow a
judge-advisor system [19, 18] where humans are required to independently solve the task
at hand before they are shown an AI assistant’s recommendation [4, 10]. Once shown
the AI’s advice, humans may update their final decision. Such experimental paradigms
provide direct insights about a human’s reliance behavior and make it easier for exper-
imenters to disentangle the influence of the AI’s advice on the final decision of the hu-
man. Also, deliberation and independent assessment of a problem have shown to help
decrease over reliance on the AI [3]. However, this setup is somewhat artificial and in-
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compatible with how AI assistants work in the real world. The ultimate aim of providing
AI-assistance is to reduce the workload of humans and improve the accuracy of the joint
decisions. We argue that our setup is a more natural way of incorporating AI assistance
into everyday workflows. In our experiment, in the AI ON condition, the AI assistant’s
advice and its confidence in the advice is available to the human as soon as the task is pre-
sented. While this format of providing assistance may raise concerns about automation
bias, we show that people adopted close to optimal strategies in our task. The AI OFF
condition gives us information about the humans’ independent classification judgement
and confidence rating which we use to indirectly assess the influence of advice.

We believe that participants in our experiment were able to build close to optimal
reliance strategies because of the following reasons. First, this is a simple task and most
people are experts at identifying everyday objects. This enables people to have a good
understanding of their own expertise and confidence on any presented image. Second,
indicating confidence in a decision requires humans to employ a second-order metacog-
nitive computation to evaluate their decision [6]. While this may not be an obvious ‘cog-
nitive forcing function’ [3], prior work indicates that the mechanism humans employ to
generate confidence ratings requires metacognitive deliberation about the strength of ev-
idence available to make the decision [23]. Finally, in our experiment, people received
feedback after each trial, which gave them the opportunity to learn about the AI assis-
tant’s accuracy and confidence calibration. We show that people were able to use feed-
back and build reasonable mental models of the AI assistant when paired with any of
the three classifiers of varying levels of accuracy. We believe that participants track more
than just the accuracy of the AI as they are able to improve their performance even when
the AI is less accurate than them on average. However, immediate feedback is not al-
ways possible in real-world scenarios. The impact of delayed feedback on the reliance
behavior must be investigated in isolation.

In future work, we will present a cognitive model that can predict a human’s classi-
fication decision and confidence rating on each trial based on information gathered about
the human during the AI OFF condition. Such a model would allow us to infer the hu-
man’s ‘latent’ decision to switch to the AI’s recommendation without explicitly asking
the human to provide an independent judgement. We believe that this work has important
implications in designing better AI assistants and explanations. A key limitation of our
work is that we used a low-stakes image classification task. Further work is needed to
understand how performance varies with varying confidence of the agents and how this
generalizes to other tasks.
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